
 

 
Dear Fantastic Future Oxford Class, 
 
Welcome to an enchanting year filled with knowledge, discovery - 
and maybe a sprinkle of unicorn magic…I am thrilled to be your 
teacher and I can't wait to embark on your year 6 journey with 
each of you. 
 
Let me start by confessing my love for unicorns…My granny was Scottish so I blame 
her for my slight obsession as it is the national animal of Scotland! I also enjoy 
reading, walking, crochet and art. Did you know that unicorns represent the power of 
joy, life, imagination and believing in the extraordinary? So, get ready for occasional 
unicorn sightings in our classroom, where we'll delve into captivating stories and 
explore the wonders of our own imaginations. 
 
In addition to our learning in all subjects, we will of course be going on our 
residential trip. Get ready to explore the great outdoors, tackle thrilling challenges, 
and build lifelong memories with your friends. It's an opportunity to grow, push 
boundaries, and discover new strengths within yourselves. But don't worry, I'll be 
there along with other Hale staff to keep you all safe throughout the entire journey. 
 
Also, congratulations on being the eldest children in our school! As the role models 
for the entire community, you have a remarkable opportunity to set a positive 
example. Embracing and demonstrating all of our PRIDE values: Pride and Positivity, 
Respect and Responsibility, Independence and Integrity, Drive and Determination, 
Excellence and Enjoyment. Your actions and words have the power to inspire and 
influence others, so let your light shine brightly as you lead with integrity and 
responsibility. Together, let's create a school environment where everyone feels 
valued and supported. You have the potential to make a lasting impact, and I have no 
doubt that you will exceed all of my expectations. 
 
Together this year we will set ambitious goals, celebrate small victories, and learn 
from any setbacks along the way. Together, we'll unlock your hidden talents and 
pave the way for your bright futures. 
 
I am truly excited to be your teacher, and I cannot wait to witness the incredible 
progress each of you will make. Get ready for an unforgettable year filled with 
learning - and of course - the magic of unicorns. 
 
With great excitement, 
Mrs. Harrison a.k.a the unicorn fanatic 


